Results of 3-D of discharge channel displacement simulation, acquired by means of the Fluent program during one current half-period of AC arc, indicate that the obtained images of the phenomenon are qualitatively similar to those, recorded with a high-speed digital camera, while the computer simulation enables much a more comprehensive analysis of the acquired data. In addition to selected arc simulation frames and corresponding distributions of mass velocity vectors and current density vectors on a plane, the distributions of temperature, current density and mass velocity values are presented on the axis of the electrode arrangement model. The composite motion (continuous and jumping) of discharge channels was analyzed, taking into account mass displacement and matter state changes.
Introduction
Switching arc is a very complex phenomenon, particularly in cases where the whole burning process of a high-current arc should be taken into account, simultaneously on contacts, arc runners, and in the extinguishing chamber. Therefore, a number simplifications were employed in arc motion simulation, dividing the process into selected time intervals, simplifying the contact-extinguishing system, etc. For many years, researchers, involved in switch arc investigations, were intuitively inclined to perceive arc motion as hot matter motion. Even in the last years, switch arc motion was simulated as the motion of a massive rod [1, 2] , the geometry of which was determined mostly from photographic images. The parameters of motion (velocity and path) were derived from mass motion equations, assuming drag coefficients to be characteristic for massive rods or determined by experiments. Due to the high switch arc burning dynamics and turbulent phenomena and depending on test conditions, various drag coefficients were derived for static conditions (direct current), being even more complicated when alternate current switch arc was investigated and the drag coefficient variations followed current half-periods [3] [4] [5] [6] . The problem is still more involved when arc-backs, as observed in electric switches, are analyzed, i.e. arc returns in contact-extinguishing systems or between plasma jets [4, 7, 8] . An abrupt arc displacement can occur not only in reverse but in forward direction as well. Thus, it is rather difficult to apply a massive rod model for the simulation of the whole arc motion process during switch current breaking.
Arc motion modeling complexity was for the first time more broadly approached by Maecker [9, 10] , who distinguished three arc motion velocities. The first one ( ) A v r results from the fact that electric arc appears as a luminous phenomenon, temperature cloud being the source of generated light. In a temperature cloud, in contrast to a mass cloud, new amount quantities can be created in each maximum by temperature elevation. Maecker, taking into account the difficulties with determining the parameters of that cloud, proposed a simplified solution, defining the position as that of temperature maximum (symbols with m index), and arc motion (symbols with index A) as that of temperature maximum:
. ,
Then, the arc motion equation is, by definition:
This equation can be interpreted as a phenomenological equation, according to which the gradient of temperature variation in time, i.e., heating heterogeneity in the maximum causes arc motion and the [(L m0 )LT ] !1 operator plays the role of coefficient. Maecker mentions a stretched wire with ohmic heating, with its temperature maximum located in the middle between clamps, as the simplest example to explain the equation. If this wire is submitted to non uniform heating around its temperature maximum, so that one side of the maximum is heated, while the other is cooled, the temperature maximum will move towards heating side. A uniform heating of both sides of the maximum would raise the wire temperature, not shifting the maximum though. For this simple linear example the velocity of the temperature maximum can be determined, according to (2) and resulting in: Engineers and research workers have two possible ways to approach the problem of arc motion modeling and simulation -a design of their own models and development of the, socalled, home program codes or the use of commercially available software packages. Home codes were very widely applied for the investigations of characteristic physical properties, parametric investigations or for evaluation of the influence of a given parameter on simplified geometry. As it has been mentioned above, an arc model in a form of massive rod was then used or more complicated programs were developed, associated with a combined analysis of electromagnetic and aerothermodynamic phenomena [11, 12] . As the years went by, the data processing potentials of computers were getting higher and computer packages were becoming more and more professional. Therefore, the derived models could approximate the real geometry of investigated objects and making possible calculations for 2-D and 3-D models [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . For plasma modeling, various commercial software packages are now applied (for example: Phoenics, Fluent, Flow3D, Estet, and so on). For modeling and simulation of plasma flows in electrical devices, the Fluent package has gained much popularity in the recent years. The authors of this article have mainly been involved in the investigations of systems that are characteristic for switches. The publications [21, 24, 25] should be mentioned in this field.
This article presents modeling and simulation for an arrangement of plasma jets with a discharge channel between them, which is characteristic for a high-current switch arc described in [8] , where results of experimental investigations are presented, supported by the use of high-speed digital cameras.
Arc model
The phenomenon of discharge channel displacement in AC free-burning arc in the air, investigated experimentally [7] and described widely [8] , was modeled, using the electrode arrangement as shown in Fig. 1 . The modeling and simulation of the investigated phenomenon was carried out with the Fluent program. Using the program, a system of magnetohydrodynamic equations can be solved by connecting electromagnetic field equations with Navier-Stokes flow equations in control volume.
Additional equations, which take account of the presence of electromagnetic field, having the form of subroutines, self-developed by the user (user-defined scalars), were appended to the general transportation equations, which are solved by the Fluent program, such as the equations of mass, energy and momentum conservation. In order to consider a current flow field in arc, it is necessary to include additional heat sources into the equations of momentum and energy conservation, that is Joule heat, as well as energy losses, associated with radiation from the arc core. The component of Lorentz force was also added to the equations of momentum conservation to take account of the self-induction magnetic field.
For the arc model, presented in the 3-D Cartesian coordinate system in non-stationary state, all the equations for the mass, momentum and energy can be written in the form as proposed by Patankar [26] : Table 1 brings together the equations of arc plasma in the 3-D coordinate system. These equations are based on the general formulas for convection and diffusion, as proposed by Patankar. Momentum components include additional factors that reflect arc presence. In equations (4), (5) and Table 1 ' N is the diffusion coefficient, S N is a heat source, and N represents a scalar variable that is successively solved for the equations of energy, momentum and mass conservation. The v x , v y and v z variables are three components of the velocity vector v r , D is the fluid mass density, j x , j y and j z variables are the three components of current density vector, B x , B y and B z variables are magnetic field components, calculated from the three potential vector components, :, k C p , h, F, respectively, denote viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat, enthalpy and electric conductivity of plasma. The radiation losses can be written as 4Bg N , where g N is NEC (net emission coefficient).
In order to obtain the equation for the scalar potential in stationary state and to find out components electric current density, it is necessary to solve equation (4) with the following assumptions: the diffusion coefficient is equal to electric conductivity, and the source component is equal to zero: (6) where: V is the scalar potential.
It was assumed that the convection component was not calculated (D L N) = 0, thus the equation adopted the following form: (6) to the Equation (7), the following result is obtained: (10) Provided that i x ∂ ∂ is the derivative of the vector with respect to spatial variables, it is then possible to write:
Therefore the components of electric current density are the following: (12) In order to obtain solutions for vector potential, it is necessary to solve equation (4), with the following assumptions: the diffusion coefficient equals to 1 and the source component is (13) where: A r is the vector potential, : 0 is the absolute magnetic permeability of vacuum, j r is the electric current density vector.
Assuming that the convection component is zero, the following form of equation (4) is obtained:
After substitution of assumptions (13) Finally, one can conclude that the scalar equations make it possible to incorporate the Maxwell equations to the Fluent program, taking into account the effects of both magnetic and electric fields on arc plasma flow: (20) where: E r is the vector of the electric field strength, B r is the vector of magnetic induction. Table 2 presents boundary conditions for the system of free-burning arc in the arrangement of parallel electrodes. Surfaces A-E correspond to those in Fig. 1 . Table 2 . Boundary conditions for the system of free-burning arc
Self-induced magnetic field plays an important role for electric arc behavior, as in combination with electric current density, it increases Lorentz force. In order to calculate the level of magnetic field, one can use two possible options: to compute field parameters from BiotSavart's law or to use vector potential rotation. The use of Biot-Savart's law to calculate the parameters of magnetic field, induced by electric arc, needs a long computation time. It is why the simulation takes account of the self-inducted magnetic field, computed from the vector potential.
The following distribution of electric current density was adopted at the electrode surface: (21) where: J max =1.4 @ 10 8 A/m 2 , b is the constant, x, y is the Cartesian coordinates in the Cartesian system of coordinates, T = 2@B@f is the pulsation of the power supply voltage.
Test results
Fig . 2 shows the selected frames of computer simulation of AC free-burning electric arc at I max = 800 A, 50 Hz in the air at atmospheric pressure, for one current half-period. Temperature distributions are shown on the left side with corresponding pictures of current density vectors for respective times t = 2.20 ms, t = 2.64 ms and t = 2.80 ms. The pictures present the successive phases of arc column development and the forming of a new discharge channel between plasma jets. Figure 3 shows temperature distributions and mass velocity vectors for the same time values. It is evident in Fig. 2b that a new discharge channel was formed between plasma jets below the channel, which conducted current a while before (Fig. 2a) . It amounts to the appearance of a current in the new channel (shown in Fig. 2e ) and the decay of a current flow in the previous channel (Fig. 2d) . Therefore, the discharge channel is displaced over here between Fig. 3 . Selected frames of computer simulation of AC electric arc at I max = 800 A, burning freely in the air at atmospheric pressure, for one current half-period. Temperature distributions are shown on the left side, and next the corresponding pictures of mass velocity vectors at times t = 2.20 ms, t = 2.64 ms and t = 2.80 ms, respectively plasma jets. The presented displacement of the current channel is not accompanied by the change of mass flow direction (Fig. 3e) , which reveals a fact that such jumping displacement of discharge channels in AC arc under present test conditions was associated with matter state changes.
As it results from Figs. 4, 5, the mass is displaced with definite velocity distributions, as well temperature distributions are displaced in time along the axis of the model arrangement (Figs. 6, 7) until the plasma state is modified at any plasma point, for example, until a new discharge channel is formed. Then, one gets an impression from the photographic observations that "a luminous temperature cloud" jumped to the other place but, in fact, it was the plasma state which changed. Then, although mass flow direction was not changed (Fig. 3) , the new distributions of mass velocity values were formed for different instants (Figs. 4 and 5) . The shapes of these distributions are very similar to those of temperature distributions (Figs. 6 and 7) and to current density distributions for different instants (Figs. 8 and 9 ). It results from the temperature distribution diagrams on the model axis that the temperature distributions vary in time from 2 ms to 3.40 ms in such a way that there is an impression of upward temperature cloud displacement over the model arrangement.
The first current density distribution of Fig. 8 (Figs. 8, 9 ), the maximum current density in the old channel drops down to 0.5⋅10 6 A/m 2 at the time interval of 2.60 ms. The phenomenon of the new channel appearance is repeated after the time interval of 3.20 ms somewhat higher than formerly (about 35 mm over the tips of electrodes), which results in formation of a new current density maximum in that particular location (Fig. 9) . Current density variations are correlated with temperature variations. It is evident from Figs. 6 and 7 that a new temperature maximum starts its formation between the instants of 2.52 ms and 2.68 ms about 30 mm above the tips of electrodes. It increases its value, attaining the maximum after 2.80 ms from the current zero passage after 8 mm displacement. One can correlate this phenomenon to the appearance of a new discharge channel, which takes over a current conduction, as Figs. 8 and 9 shows that the new current density maximum (10 6 
Conclusions
The high spatial mobility of discharge channels in AC electric arcs, observed during the experiments and filmed at different planes, resulted in dynamic arc position changes [7, 8] . The plasma jets, coming off electrodes, run in different directions and the channel between them takes often twisted shapes, which makes the formation of new discharge channels much easier. The classical filming of arc with one camera will always provide simplified plain arc pictures. The phenomena at the plane of a photo are recorded, while the phenomena running at the plane, perpendicular to the filming plane, are not visible. In this respect, computer simulation is evidently much more efficient and generally more advantageous over the mere recording of phenomena with high-speed cameras to provide plane pictures only.
The images, obtained during arc simulation, can be viewed not only in space but also many plasma parameters can be analyzed, and not only the external parameters, related generally to geometrical aspects. The analyses of those parameters can be multi-sided as the distributions of particular quantities, as mentioned above, may be obtained at each discharge section. Such analyses, as presented here, were carried out with the use of state-of-the-art computer programs, designed and adapted for this particular purpose.
Beside the above-mentioned advantages of the presented arc simulation, some of its weaker points should also be remembered. Though the pictures of arc burning and of new discharge channel formation, obtained by computer simulations in the model arrangement of electrodes, were qualitatively similar to the pictures recorded with a Photron digital film camera [8] , there were fairly large differences in the values of currents, at which the new discharge channels occurred. The cause of that situation will be searched for in subsequent research.
Finally, another other important problem will be considered, namely the arc motion, as investigated here, had for many been identified years with arc mass motion under the influ-ence of buoyancy forces and the forces of electrodynamic interaction between the arc current and the internal or external magnetic field, and then the rod model of arc was assumed. The results, as presented here, show a correlation between mass velocity distribution displacement along the model axis in its actual arrangement and the temperature distribution displacement, but only in absence of jumps in discharge channel displacement. In the cases of complex switch arc motion (continuous and jumping motion), one should talk about matter state changes (e.g. thermal state).
Additionally, still another important aspect must be taken into account. Considering the fact that, for an external observer the electric arc is a luminous phenomenon, where temperature cloud is the source of light, the analysis resolves itself into calculations of the average values, when the same observer assumed the arc model in a form of a rod with definite dimensions (determined mostly from photographic observations) and mass. Such rod moves with an average velocity that is the same for each point of its structure. However, as it results from the simulation presented here, the arc motion should be considered as temperature distribution displacement. Then, each part of discharge can have a different velocity and only the average velocity of particular temperatures can be calculated. For instance, the average displacement velocity of a maximum temperature on the axis of the used electrode arrangement varied between the time intervals of 2.68 ms -2.80 ms -3.00 ms -3.20 ms (Fig. 7) 
